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REVIEW OF THE NEW ‘FREE’ CONCESSIONARY FARES SCHEME

1. Introduction

1.1 Special Council of the 23rd February 2006 resolved that the Executive should
review the Council’s new ‘free’ Concessionary Fares Scheme after five months.

1.2 In responding to this resolution the detailed report attached at appendix 1 was
considered by the Executive on the 23rd September 2006.

1.3 In summary the report advises

i) that the new concessionary fares scheme has proved very popular with
ridership trends up by 43.7% and pass take up increased by 12%
(191% on a monthly basis).

ii) that due to increased ridership, payments to operators estimated to be
£1.688m (based on 5 month review figures) this is likely to be £146,000
over budget available.

iii) that Government grant earmarked for concessionary fares will not be
reviewed in 2006/7 or 2007/8.

iv) that negotiations with Stagecoach are likely to result in a reduction in the
cost of the scheme to the Council.

v) on consultation currently being undertaken with concessionary
passholders to ascertain information on ridership, reason for bus travel,
bus travel before 9:30 and outside district boundary.

vi) options for the future in addressing the overspend on Concessionary
Fares i.e. either increase budget provision or reduce the concession
available.

vii) other issues such as comparative schemes across Cumbria, meetings
held with other Cumbrian authorities and the flat rate fare for across
district boundary travel.

1.4 Estimates
It must be stressed that any figures quoted in the report are indicative only as
they are based on ridership figures over a 5 month time line. Recent ridership
trends suggest that ridership is still increasing particularly the longer more
expensive bus journeys.
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2. Executive Recommendations to Council meeting of the 7th November 2006

2.1 The Executive rejected all options to reduce the benefits of the Concessionary
Fares Scheme in 2006/7. It recommended to full Council of the 7th November
2006 that the current scheme be continued for the remainder of 2006/7. Also that
maintaining the current scheme would lead to a deficit in budget provision of up
to £146,000 which would be addressed later in 2006/7.

2.2 The Director of Corporate Services was requested to arrange a meeting with
Stagecoach to review the current contract arrangements. This confidential
meeting was held on the 9th October 2006 where broad agreement was reached
in respect of the 2006/7 contract arrangements.

3 Longer Term Options for Concessionary Fares Scheme

3.1 As advised in 1.3iii above (see 4.2 of report to Executive) there are no prospects
for any change in concessionary fares Government grant allocation in 2006/7 or
2007/8.  In the medium/long term the Council has to decide whether to provide
significant additional budget in maintaining the current generous concessionary
fares scheme or look to reduce the concession marginally to maintain the
scheme within current budget provision.

3.2 Maintain Current Scheme

3.2.1 Based on current ridership trends and likely amendments to contractual
agreements made with bus operators an additional £96,000 per annum
will be required to maintain the current scheme arrangements in 2007/8
and beyond.

3.2.2 However bus fare inflation is running at 10% per annum. If we budget for
5% fare inflation (i.e. half current rates but in excess of 3.5% inflation built
into budget projections) the additional budget requirement will increase as
follows:

Est. Base
Budget

Increased

Fare Inflation Total

2007/08 £96,000 £85,000 £181,000
2008/09 £96,000 £174,000 £270,000
2009/10 £96,000 £268,000 £364,000

As can be seen now that the gross cost of concessionary fares is £1.688
million, fare inflation has a significant impact on the cost of the scheme
over the long term.
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3.3 Reduce the Concession

3.3.1 As noted in the report to the Executive the Council has options available
for making savings by marginally reducing the concessionary fares
arrangements (as noted in 1.4 any figures quoted are rough estimates)
i.e.

Option 1
If the Council restricted the scheme to free 24/7 concessionary travel within
the district and discontinued the 60% concessionary for outside district
travel this measure would save the Council in the region of £90,000 per
annum. Up to 2,860 (updated since report to Executive on the 25th

September) concessionary pass holders currently use their bus pass to
travel to places in Cumbria outside the district boundary each month.

Option 2
If the Council restricted the scheme to ‘off peak’ free travel within district
and 60% concession for ‘out of district’ bus travel then savings would be
made. The extent of the savings cannot be quantified without further
consultation with passholders on bus pass usage before 9:30am (Monday
to Friday) i.e. many passholders currently travelling before 9:30am will
switch to later use but savings of approximately £50,000 might be
achieved.

Option 3
If the Council restricted the concessionary travel to ‘off peak’ times within
the district only i.e. statutory scheme. Again whilst no ridership figures are
available for concessionary travel before 9:30am the numbers are likely to
be significant and this measure would likely address the current budget
shortfall in full.

3.3.2 The only other viable option worth considering (‘say’ Option 4) is offering
free off peak concessionary travel i.e. after 9:30am Monday to Friday and
all weekend, Cumbria wide on bus travel starting or finishing within the
Carlisle district. Obviously the additional cost of free cross boundary travel
(high bus fares) against savings made by restricting within district travel to
off peak would need careful investigation. Best prediction would be that
option 4 would be cost neutral i.e. same as current scheme.

3.3.3 Members are requested to advise officers if there are other options that
they would like investigated.

3.4 Consultation with Passholders on Concessionary Travel trends

3.4.2 Provisional consultation results are detailed at appendix 2. These results
suggest that:

i) 46% of qualifying residents i.e. those that did not get a pass before
1st April 2006, have obtained a bus pass since the introduction of
free concessionary travel.
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ii) 24% use their concessionary pass more now travel is free (mainly
for shopping).

iii) The majority of passholders who use the bus now it is free used to
travel by car (positive environmental outcome) but 55% used to park
on pay and display car parks (negative impact on car park income).

iv) 17% of concessionary passholders use the pass to travel outside
districts.

v) 21% of passholders use the bus before 9:30am.

4. How generous is Carlisle’s scheme?

4.1 Carlisle’s pensioners/disabled concessionary passholders have by far the best
local bus infrastructure in Cumbria i.e.
- able to travel within the district 24/7 free and compared to other districts we

do have reasonable rural bus services.
- Able to travel to most of the main towns in Cumbria at a 60% concession

(currently £1 flat rate).

4.2 Other Cumbrian districts have a much inferior local bus infrastructure particularly
Eden (Penrith) that have very few buses. A concessionary bus pass is only worth
having if there are plenty of buses to use it on.

4.3 Because of this concessionary passes in Carlisle are far more valuable for
passholders than other schemes in Cumbria. Also Carlisle’s Council Tax payers
are far more generous in supporting concessionary travel i.e.

Cost of
scheme

No of
households

Cost per Council
Tax Payer

Value of Pass
to Passholders

Eden 194,820 24,326 £8.00 £39.86
South Lakes 576,000 50,721 £11.35 £38.73
Allerdale 1,163,130 44,319 £26.24 £95.44
Carlisle 1,687,800 47,833 £35.28 £109.93

Overall Carlisle has the best scheme in Cumbria measured in value of pass to
concessionary pass holders and the number of buses able to travel free on.

4.4 Members need to assess in the longer term whether such a financial
commitment by the Council is sustainable (see 3.2.2) bearing in mind all of the
other competing budget pressures faced by the Council.
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5. Way Forward

5.1 A further report will be submitted to the Executive meeting of the 20th November
detailing:

i) Likely year end concessionary fares budget deficit based on first 7 months of
the scheme and revised contractual arrangements agreed with bus
operators.

ii) Better estimates of the cost of the concessionary fares scheme over the
medium term based on

- current scheme arrangements
- options 1 to 4 noted in 3 of the report
- further consultation with concessionary passholders on longer term

ridership patterns.
- likely ‘generation factor’ to be agreed with bus operators from 2007-8

onwards.

6. Recommendation

6.1 Members are asked to scrutinise the results of the five months review of the new
free concessionary fares scheme.

6.2 Members are asked to scrutinise the recommendation of the Executive to
recommend to Council that the current scheme arrangements are maintained in
2006/7 and that further budget is made available to fund the budget shortfall when
the actual amount is known at the year end.

6.3 Members are asked for their views on the longer term options for the
concessionary fares scheme i.e.

i) Provide significant additional budget to fund the current scheme.

ii) Consider marginally reducing the scheme as set out in options 1 – 4 of the
report.

iii) Any other options members would like investigating (see 3.3.2).
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1.2 In responding to this resolution the detailed report attached at appendix 1 was
considered by the Executive on the 23rd September 2006.

1.3 In summary the report advises

i) that the new concessionary fares scheme has proved very popular with
ridership trends up by 43.7% and pass take up increased by 12% 
(191% on a monthly basis).

ii) that due to increased ridership, payments to operators estimated to be
£1.688m (based on 5 month review figures) this is likely to be £146,000
over budget available.

iii) that Government grant earmarked for concessionary fares will not be
reviewed in 2006/7 or 2007/8.

iv) that negotiations with Stagecoach are likely to result in a reduction in the
cost of the scheme to the Council.

v) on consultation currently being undertaken with concessionary
passholders to ascertain information on ridership, reason for bus travel,
bus travel before 9:30 and outside district boundary.

vi) options for the future in addressing the overspend on Concessionary
Fares i.e. either increase budget provision or reduce the concession
available.

vii) other issues such as comparative schemes across Cumbria, meetings
held with other Cumbrian authorities and the flat rate fare for across
district boundary travel.

1.4 Estimates
It must be stressed that any figures quoted in the report are indicative only as
they are based on ridership figures over a 5 month time line. Recent ridership
trends suggest that ridership is still increasing particularly the longer more
expensive bus journeys.
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2. Executive Recommendations to Council meeting of the 7th November 2006

2.1 The Executive rejected all options to reduce the benefits of the Concessionary
Fares Scheme in 2006/7. It recommended to full Council of the 7th November
2006 that the current scheme be continued for the remainder of 2006/7. Also that
maintaining the current scheme would lead to a deficit in budget provision of up
to £146,000 which would be addressed later in 2006/7.

2.2 The Director of Corporate Services was requested to arrange a meeting with
Stagecoach to review the current contract arrangements. This confidential
meeting was held on the 9th October 2006 where broad agreement was reached
in respect of the 2006/7 contract arrangements.

3 Longer Term Options for Concessionary Fares Scheme

3.1 As advised in 1.3iii above (see 4.2 of report to Executive) there are no prospects
for any change in concessionary fares Government grant allocation in 2006/7 or
2007/8.  In the medium/long term the Council has to decide whether to provide
significant additional budget in maintaining the current generous concessionary
fares scheme or look to reduce the concession marginally to maintain the
scheme within current budget provision.

3.2 Maintain Current Scheme

3.2.1 Based on current ridership trends and likely amendments to contractual
agreements made with bus operators an additional £96,000 per annum
will be required to maintain the current scheme arrangements in 2007/8
and beyond.

3.2.2 However bus fare inflation is running at 10% per annum. If we budget for
5% fare inflation (i.e. half current rates but in excess of 3.5% inflation built
into budget projections) the additional budget requirement will increase as
follows:

Est. Base
Budget

Increased

Fare Inflation Total

2007/08 £96,000 £85,000 £181,000
2008/09 £96,000 £174,000 £270,000
2009/10 £96,000 £268,000 £364,000

As can be seen now that the gross cost of concessionary fares is £1.688
million, fare inflation has a significant impact on the cost of the scheme
over the long term.
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3.3 Reduce the Concession

3.3.1 As noted in the report to the Executive the Council has options available
for making savings by marginally reducing the concessionary fares
arrangements (as noted in 1.4 any figures quoted are rough estimates)
i.e. 

Option 1
If the Council restricted the scheme to free 24/7 concessionary travel within
the district and discontinued the 60% concessionary for outside district
travel this measure would save the Council in the region of £90,000 per
annum. Up to 2,860 (updated since report to Executive on the 25th

September) concessionary pass holders currently use their bus pass to
travel to places in Cumbria outside the district boundary each month.

Option 2
If the Council restricted the scheme to ‘off peak’ free travel within district
and 60% concession for ‘out of district’ bus travel then savings would be
made. The extent of the savings cannot be quantified without further
consultation with passholders on bus pass usage before 9:30am (Monday
to Friday) i.e. many passholders currently travelling before 9:30am will
switch to later use but savings of approximately £50,000 might be
achieved.

Option 3
If the Council restricted the concessionary travel to ‘off peak’ times within
the district only i.e. statutory scheme. Again whilst no ridership figures are
available for concessionary travel before 9:30am the numbers are likely to
be significant and this measure would likely address the current budget
shortfall in full.

3.3.2 The only other viable option worth considering (‘say’ Option 4) is offering
free off peak concessionary travel i.e. after 9:30am Monday to Friday and
all weekend, Cumbria wide on bus travel starting or finishing within the
Carlisle district. Obviously the additional cost of free cross boundary travel
(high bus fares) against savings made by restricting within district travel to
off peak would need careful investigation. Best prediction would be that
option 4 would be cost neutral i.e. same as current scheme.

3.3.3 Members are requested to advise officers if there are other options that
they would like investigated.

3.4 Consultation with Passholders on Concessionary Travel trends

3.4.2 Provisional consultation results are detailed at appendix 2. These results
suggest that: 

i) 46% of qualifying residents i.e. those that did not get a pass before
1st April 2006, have obtained a bus pass since the introduction of
free concessionary travel.
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ii) 24% use their concessionary pass more now travel is free (mainly
for shopping).

iii) The majority of passholders who use the bus now it is free used to
travel by car (positive environmental outcome) but 55% used to park
on pay and display car parks (negative impact on car park income).

iv) 17% of concessionary passholders use the pass to travel outside
districts.

v) 21% of passholders use the bus before 9:30am.

4. How generous is Carlisle’s scheme?

4.1 Carlisle’s pensioners/disabled concessionary passholders have by far the best
local bus infrastructure in Cumbria i.e.
- able to travel within the district 24/7 free and compared to other districts we

do have reasonable rural bus services.
- Able to travel to most of the main towns in Cumbria at a 60% concession

(currently £1 flat rate).

4.2 Other Cumbrian districts have a much inferior local bus infrastructure particularly
Eden (Penrith) that have very few buses. A concessionary bus pass is only worth
having if there are plenty of buses to use it on.

4.3 Because of this concessionary passes in Carlisle are far more valuable for
passholders than other schemes in Cumbria. Also Carlisle’s Council Tax payers
are far more generous in supporting concessionary travel i.e. 

Cost of
scheme

No of 
households

Cost per Council
Tax Payer

Value of Pass
to Passholders

Eden 194,820 24,326 £8.00 £39.86
South Lakes 576,000 50,721 £11.35 £38.73
Allerdale 1,163,130 44,319 £26.24 £95.44
Carlisle 1,687,800 47,833 £35.28 £109.93

Overall Carlisle has the best scheme in Cumbria measured in value of pass to
concessionary pass holders and the number of buses able to travel free on.

4.4 Members need to assess in the longer term whether such a financial
commitment by the Council is sustainable (see 3.2.2) bearing in mind all of the
other competing budget pressures faced by the Council.
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5. Way Forward

5.1 A further report will be submitted to the Executive meeting of the 20th November
detailing:

i) Likely year end concessionary fares budget deficit based on first 7 months of
the scheme and revised contractual arrangements agreed with bus
operators.

ii) Better estimates of the cost of the concessionary fares scheme over the
medium term based on

- current scheme arrangements 
- options 1 to 4 noted in 3 of the report
- further consultation with concessionary passholders on longer term

ridership patterns.
- likely ‘generation factor’ to be agreed with bus operators from 2007-8

onwards.

6. Recommendation

6.1 Members are asked to scrutinise the results of the five months review of the new
free concessionary fares scheme.

6.2 Members are asked to scrutinise the recommendation of the Executive to
recommend to Council that the current scheme arrangements are maintained in
2006/7 and that further budget is made available to fund the budget shortfall when
the actual amount is known at the year end.

6.3 Members are asked for their views on the longer term options for the
concessionary fares scheme i.e.

i) Provide significant additional budget to fund the current scheme.

ii) Consider marginally reducing the scheme as set out in options 1 – 4 of the
report.

iii) Any other options members would like investigating (see 3.3.2).
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This report advises on the results of the review, it further advises the Executive on implications of
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Recommendations:
The Executive is asked to note the results of the review of the Concessionary Fares Scheme
based on the initial 5 months of the new ‘free arrangements’. 
(i) The Executive is asked to consider which of the 4 options noted in 5.3 of the report to

recommend to full Council in addressing the predicted concessionary fares budget shortfall.
(ii) The Executive is asked to note that the Council will have the opportunity to further review

the Concessionary Fares Scheme during the 2008/9 budget process taking account of the
factors noted in 5.4 of the report.
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bus travel to £1.00 (w.e.f. 3rd September 2006) to better reflect Council policy of a 60%
concession on such bus journeys.
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CARLISLE CITY COUNCIL

To: THE EXECUTIVE RB09/06 
Date:    25th September 2006  

REVIEW OF NEW ‘FREE’ CONCESSIONARY FARES SCHEME

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Special Council of the 23rd February 2006 resolved that the Executive should review

the Council’s Concessionary Fares Scheme, after five months when actual ridership
figures are available and following the responses to the representations made to the
Minister for Local Government and Secretary of State for Transport.

1.2 The current concessionary fares scheme enables passholders to benefit from free
concessionary travel ‘24/7’ within the district and 60% concession on journeys
within Cumbria ‘outside’ the district (where bus journeys start or finish in Carlisle).

1.3 This report advises on the results of the review, it further advises the Executive on
implications of the success of the scheme in increasing significantly concessionary
fares ridership.

1.4 An early review date for the scheme was recommended to the Executive.
(i) to protect the Councils interests if actual pensioner ridership was significantly

above predicted ridership under the new free scheme i.e. 30% increase
predicted.

(ii) To enable consideration of the Council’s aspirations to improve the scheme
further if actual ridership was below predictions and therefore below current
base budget available (hence the Council reducing the recommended 6
month review to a review after 5 months at Council on the 23 February
2006).

2. REVIEW FINDINGS
2.1 Ridership

The new concessionary fares scheme has proved very popular with concessionary
pass holders. Based on April to August ridership trends there has been a 43.7%
increase in ridership. This is well above the estimated increased ridership built into
2006/7 budget of 30% (based on consultation with concessionary pass holders):-
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Number of concessionary 
bus journeys

April-August
2005

April-August
2006

%
increase

Stagecoach 572,331 820,937 43.4%* 

Other operators (estimate) 8,579 14,321 66.9%*

Total 580,910 835,258 43.7%* 

* Still under investigation
2.2 Experience from Wales (who introduced off-peak free concessions 2 years ago) is

that ridership trends increase over time before settling down.  It is therefore
suggested that current increased ridership trends of 43.7% (compared to April
2005) will now settle down (or possibly reduce). 

2.3 Bus Pass Take Up
There has also been a significant and continuing increase in bus pass take-up by
qualifying residents that have not obtained a pass in the past. i.e.:-

Bus Passes issued
2005 2006 % increase

March *141 540 283%
April 193 *780 304%
May 128 421 229%
June 155 394 154%
July 184 291 58%
August 166 387 133%

869 2284 191%
* estimates
This increases overall estimated passholder take up from 12,000 to 13,400 or 12%

3 Payments to Operators

3.1 Above estimate ridership trends at 43.7% and increased bus pass take up have
increased reimbursement costs of payment to operators.  It is therefore suggested
that the likely cost of the current Concessionary Fares scheme over the full 2006/07
year could be in the region of £1.688 million based on April to August figures. 

3.2 Early evidence therefore suggests that based on information currently available
concessionary fares expenditure is likely to be over the 2006/07 budget provision
available of £1.542m by in the region of £146,000.
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4 Other investigations progressed to inform the review

4.1 In reviewing the Concessionary Fares scheme over the 5 months review period the
following factors have been investigated.

4.2 Government Grant
Attached is a letter in response to the Council’s and local MP’s representations on
the unfairness and inequitable nature of concessionary fares grant distribution.  In
summary the Minister for Local Government defends the grant distribution
mechanism as fair.  However he suggests that the new comprehensive spending
review (timetabled for 2007) for the 2008/09 and 2009/10 settlement provides an
opportunity to take a long hard look at issues such as the long term funding of
concessionary fares. In the circumstances there will be no grant distribution
amendments available to influence this review.

4.3 County Council liaison
4.3.1 A meeting held between the Portfolio Holder and Council Officers and County

Council (Officer) counterparts resulted in the County agreeing ‘in principle’ to
support further representations to be made to the Department of Transport.
Representations being in regard to it being much fairer to allocate
concessionary fares grant on a County wide rather than District basis i.e. the
grant settlement to Cumbria as a whole is fair.  It is only when it is split down
(basis of allocation) to a district level that significant gainers (other Cumbria
Districts) and losers, Carlisle become apparent, see appendix 1.  However as
noted in 4.1 above no grant amendments will be forthcoming until the 2008/9
RSG settlement. 

4.3.2 Further representations will be made to the Minister of Local Government
early in 2007 when the full picture from 2006/7 and its implications are
known.

4.4 Generation Factor
4.4.1 The generation factor allows the Council to share the financial cost of

increased bus fare income generated with the operators who benefit from
increased ridership i.e. the Council currently pays the operators 72.5p in the
pound of the cost of actual bus fares.

4.4.2 Council Officers have held several meetings with Stagecoach in an effort to
renegotiate the generation factor agreed with the introduction of the free
scheme i.e. attempting to increase the generation factor (which will ‘reduce’
the payment to the operator) to take account of increased ridership trends.
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4.4.3 Negotiations have been difficult due to
(i) The Council having to negotiate with Stagecoach on its own as the

NOW card consortium (supported by the County Council) are not in a
position to challenge the current generation factor i.e. no ridership
figures for 2005/6 to make comparisons.

(ii) Trends from Wales suggesting that ridership will settle down over time
at a lower rate.

(iii) Some of the increased ridership (approx 12%) is in respect of new
Concessionary pass holders obtaining a pass to use the bus now that
it is free.

4.4.4 Nevertheless the Chief Executive of Stagecoach has conceded in principal a
compromise generation factor proposal which will reduce the Council’s
exposure to payments to operators by approximately £30,000 in 2006/7,
£60,000 over a full year. Information on any changes in generation factor
agreed should be available to report verbally at the Executive meeting.

4.5 Neighbouring Authorities Experience of Concessionary Fares 
4.5.1 Eden, Copeland and Allerdale allow free concessionary ridership 24/7 within

Cumbria.  South Lakes offer free travel off peak free and half fare travel at
other times and on all journeys within Cumbria and Lancashire’s NoW card
area and local journeys starting or finishing in the NoW card area.   Barrow
offers free travel within the district and from 1st October 2006 will offer free
travel on Stagecoach services within Cumbria.

Additional
Government
grant provided
to meet
statutory
concession

Total Budget
Cost of Scheme

2006/7

Expenditure to
31/8/06
Allerdale
31/7/06

Likely year end
position

%
increase /

decrease on
budget

Eden £214,985 £213,000 £81,175 £194,820 (9%)
Allerdale £758,744 £675,600 £484,637 £1,163,130 72%

Copeland £587,657
South Lakes £498,344 £407,000 £306,000 £576,000 41%
Barrow £855,752
Carlisle (for
comparison
purposes

£751,669 £1,542,000 £703,253 £1,687,800 9%

4.5.2 Similar information has been requested from Barrow and Copeland
Borough Councils.
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4.5.3 As other Councils cannot breakdown concessionary ridership by number of
journeys undertaken few if any lessons can be learnt from other
concessionary fares arrangements within Cumbria (other than additional
RSG grant has been more than adequate to fund new and generous free
concessionary fares schemes).

4.5.4 Meeting with Cumbria Concessionary Fares Practitioners
A meeting has been arranged for 29th September 2007 to ascertain whether
there are any prospects in the medium term for the introduction of identical
schemes across Cumbria based on experience of the scheme within each
district to date. However with the RSG grant allocation being so favourable
to other Cumbrian Authorities the chances of any agreement are slim.

4.6 Consultation with Concessionary pass holders
Carlisle’s concessionary pass holders are currently being consulted (see attached)
to ascertain information on 
- additional pensioner ridership
- reason for using bus etc.
- bus travel before 9:30
- bus journeys outside the district boundary
The results of the consultation will be available in October 2006 and will inform the
longer term arrangements.

5. Options for the future
5.1 As detailed in the findings due to increased concessionary ridership currently being

above estimates at 43.7% (estimate 30%) and increased pass take up by eligible
residents remuneration to bus operators is forecast to be significantly above budget.
Remuneration to operators based on current ridership trends will be £1.688m
compared to budget available of £1.542m.

5.2 An improved generation factor (see 4.3 above) and a possible slight reduction in
ridership trends (if experience in Wales is mirrored in Carlisle) could reduce 2006/7
bus operator remuneration by approximately £50,000 leaving a shortfall of  £96,000

5.3 Short term 
In the short term as indicated in 4.1 above there is no prospect of additional
government grant until the 2008/9 financial year. In the circumstances the Council
has 4 broad options to consider in the short term i.e. 1st September 2006 to 31st

March 2008 (but October implementation date).
Option 1
If the Council restricted the scheme to free 24/7 concessionary travel within
the district and discontinued the 60% concessionary for outside district travel
(currently £1.00 see note) this measure would save the Council in the region
of £90,000 per annum (£45,000 in 2006/7). Up to 2,000 concessionary pass
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holders currently use their bus pass to travel to places in Cumbria outside
the district boundary.
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Option 2
If the Council restricted the scheme to ‘off peak’ free travel within district and
60% concession for ‘out of district’ bus travel then savings would be made.
The extent of the savings cannot be quantified without further consultation
with passholders on bus pass usage before 9:30am (Monday to Friday).
Option 3
If the Council restricted the concessionary travel to ‘off peak’ times within the
district only. Again whilst no ridership figures are available for concessionary
travel before 9:30am the numbers are likely to be significant and this
measure would probably address the current budget shortfall in full.
Option 4
Alternatively the Council would need to agree a supplementary estimate in
the region of £96,000 in 2006/7 (to be actioned at year end when actual
budget position determined), or approximately £51,000 (£96,000 - £45,000) if
the Council opted for options 1 or 2. Also a non recurring budget bid for
2007/8 of £96,000 to maintain the current scheme arrangements to
31.3.2008.

Note Short term flat rate fares negotiated with Stagecoach i.e. 50p (1.4.06-
2.9.06) and £1.00 (3.9.06 – to date), see officer decision notice, have been
subject to adverse comment from concessionary passholders. Flat rate fare
increased to £1.00 to better reflect Council policy of 60% concession on out
of district ridership, particularly after the 10% increase in fares introduced by
the bus companies in July 2006. The Executive is asked to endorse this
decision.

5.4 Long Term
The Council will have the opportunity to review the Concessionary Fares Scheme
again during the 2008/9 budget process taking account of the Council’s RSG
concessionary fares grant allocation for 2008/9 and the longer term concessionary
ridership statistics which will then be available.

6 CONSULTATION
6.1 Consultation proposed 4.7 of the report
6.2 This report will be considered by Infrastructure Overview and Scrutiny Committee

on 26th October 2006.

7 FINANCE 
Comments included in the report.

8 LEGAL COMMENTS
Not Applicable
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9 CORPORATE COMMENTS
SMT fully support the findings of this review.

10 RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT
Robust monthly investigations of ridership trends will be actioned.  Risk reduction
measures will be initiated if ridership deviates from predicted trends.

11 EQUALITY ISSUES
Not Applicable

12 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
Positive as the enhanced Concessionary Fares Schemes encourages more use of
public transport i.e. 43.7% increase based on April – September ridership figures.

13 CRIME AND DISORDER IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable

14 RECOMMENDATIONS

The Executive is asked to note the results of the review of the Concessionary Fares
Scheme based on the initial 5 months of the new ‘free arrangements’. 
(i) The Executive is asked to consider which of the 4 options noted in 5.3 of the report

to recommend to full Council in addressing the predicted concessionary fares
budget shortfall.

(ii) The Executive is asked to note that the Council will have the opportunity to further
review the Concessionary Fares Scheme during the 2008/9 budget process taking
account of the factors noted in 5.4 of the report.

(iii) The Executive is asked to endorse the decision to increase the flat rate for ‘out of
district’ bus travel to £1.00 (w.e.f. 3rd September 2006) to better reflect Council
policy of a 60% concession on such bus journeys.

15 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
To meet re Full Council resolution to undertake a 5 month review of the new ‘free’
concessionary fares scheme.

Revenues & Benefits
Carlisle 
11 September 2006
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